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Drawing on the experience of designing the 33m sloop Missy
for Dutch yard Vitters, Malcolm McKeon has set his sights
even higher for this new project. MM51 borrows the glass
canopy idea from Missy and adds a floodable foredeck tender
garage, which can double up as an onboard pool. The lifting
keel makes this 51m sailing yacht an ideal shallow-waters
cruiser. Pre-engineering has begun in collaboration with
an unnamed shipyard, meaning this project could be fully
realised by late 2018. malcolmmckeonyachtdesign.com

BARRACUDA YACHT DESIGN
Only in the gargantuan world
of explorer yachts could a 50m
be considered a pocket yacht, but
this is exactly how Spanish naval
architect Barracuda Yacht Design
has described its latest creation.
Would-be adventurers will surely

be drawn to the exploration deck,
which provides storage space for
a sailing yacht, personal submersible
and off-road car as well as the main
tender, while the upper deck features
the now-compulsory helipad.
barracuda-yd.com

ANDY WAUGH YACHT DESIGN
It’s not just the striking exterior design that
emphasises the connection between the decks
on this concept. Ascendance has been designed
around a spectacular staircase, which will link the
owner’s deck to the eight guest cabins on the main
deck. There’s plenty to get excited about on the
exterior as well, such as a waterfall-fed swimming
pool on the aft deck and an intimate fire pit on the
sundeck. Based on a proven Nobiskrug platform, this
111m yacht would be fitted with a hybrid bio-diesel/
electric drivetrain for greater efficiency and lower
vibration and noise levels. andywaugh.co.uk
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From exciting new explorers and
stunning sailers to sleek and classy
cruisers, these are the concepts
that caught our eye
this month

JFA YACHTS

Exploring remote destinations with low environmental impact
is the raison d’etre of French yard JFA Yachts’ new 38m concept,
Arcana. Developed with Hansen Marine Exploration and Horacio
Bozzo, of Axis Group Yacht Design, this rugged design will be
propelled by a diesel-electric powertrain for a top speed of
13 knots and a range of 4,000nm at 10 knots. Arcana will also
be able to launch a three-person submersible. jfa-yachts.com

